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Future-proof I/O. And you need to be on top of your game to know how to select the right I/O technology
for the solutions you are building for your customers.
Marvell’s HPE Team of I/O experts will be conducting a series of 20-30 minute “Coffee Talk” sessions on
discussing how FastLinQ Ethernet and QLogic Fibre Channel I/O for HPE can differentiate the solutions
you are deploying today.
These are short, to the point presentations to enable you to increase your understanding of I/O technology
available for HPE Server, Storage, and Networking solutions. Remember, I/O connectivity is required in
every server and storage opportunity. Now is your chance to stay ahead of the competition and be a better
trusted advisor to your clients. Here’s the list of upcoming webinars. Register today!
Date/Time

Topic

July 13, 2021
11-11:30AM ET

Tools, Resources and Utilities for HPE and Marvell I/O
Technology - In this Coffee Talk, you will get a short overview
of how to use some of the key tools and utilities available to
help selecting Marvell/HPE IO technology easier. We will also
showcase where to find key resources as well. Don't miss this
guided tour of HPE-specific tools and resources that will make
your job selecting IO adapters easier.
Comparing Adapter Generations – In this Coffee Talk session,
we will compare capabilities of 578x0 vs QL41000 series
Ethernet and SN1600Q vs SN1610Q Fibre Channel adapters.
This will help you make a more educated choice as to the
family of adapters within the HPE/Marvell portfolio to
recommend to your customer based on their IO needs.
NS204 Boot Device Update - This session will provide info
latest info/refresher on HPE Boot Devices for HPE ProLiant
and Apollo servers. This will include reviews of the NS204i-p
Boot Device for HPE ProLiant Gen10/Gen10 Plus servers, the
NS204i-t Boot Controller for select HPE Apollo servers and the
NS204i-r Boot Device for select HPE ProLiant Gen10 Plus
servers.
Portfolio Refresher – This short Coffee Talk will provide a
refresher on all the Marvell products and technology in the HPE
portfolio. This will include reviewing the IO offerings and where
Marvell technology is used elsewhere in HPE Server,
Networking and Storage products and solutions. We will also
highlight where resources for all of these are available.
Fibre Channel or iSCSI? – For storage connectivity, it’s not
always which is the better technology, but sometimes comes
down to what is best for your client’s particular environment.
Marvell I/O experts will compare both approaches for
connecting servers to shared storage arrays.
Port Isolation Architecture – While all Fibre Channel HBAs
adhere to the same standards and are interoperable with one
another, there are key differences that can prove to be
significant for your clients. In this Coffee Talk, Marvell I/O
experts will discuss the benefits of the port isolation
architecture used in HPE Fibre Channel HBAs from Marvell.

July 27, 2021
11-11:30AM ET

Aug 10, 2021
11-11:30AM ET

Aug 24, 2021
11-11:30AM ET

Sep 7, 2021
11-11:30AM ET

Sep 21, 2021
11-11:30AM ET
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Oct 5, 2021
11-11:30AM ET

Oct 19, 2021
11-11:30AM ET

FCP (SCSI) vs FC-NVMe – In this Coffee Talk, Marvell experts
will discuss the difference between legacy Fibre Channel
connectivity using SCSI commands versus the next-generation
Fibre Channel SAN that runs NVMe storage commands.
SAN Congestion Mitigation – With faster NMVe storage
connected to the SAN, congestion becomes a potential issue.
In this Coffee Talk, Marvell I/O experts will explore new
capabilities in the FC SAN that enable HBAs and Switches to
share information on potential congestion issues using Fabric
Performance Impact Notification (FPIN) communications.
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